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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------[5] has been widely adopted, it fails to accommodate
Abstract - Cloud storage has started getting boom in
the market present trend. But considering the problem of
some important emerging needs such as the abilities of
storage being handled in a remote server far away from
auditing integrity of cloud files by cloud clients and
the vision of the clients arises a suspicion of integrity of
detecting duplicated files by cloud servers.
the uploaded contents. The privacy of the user’s is the
atmost criterion for the day today cloud scenario. Apart
from which another bigger threat is with the duplication
of the data which leads to server overflow and thus
ultimately expanding servers for duplicate files which
could have been otherwise handled in a better manner. At
present, the system for today with regards to the
primitive cloud architecture has a more efficient system.
With SecCloud and then SecCloud+ which has put up with
comparative advantages to the primitive system. But
considering it’s real time application it has proved to be
delaying due to the encryption and tagging process.
Hence we adopt a faster system by implementing BitExchange Algorithm for encryption and the similar HashBased message authentication code for tagging the
encrypted messages.
Keywords: Cloud storage, SecCloud, SecCloud+, BitExchange,
Hash
Based
message authentication,
Deduplication.

1. Introduction
Cloud storage is a model of networked enterprise
storage where data is stored in virtualized pools of
storage which are generally hosted by third parties.
Cloud storage provides customers with benefits,
ranging from cost saving and simplified convenience, to
mobility opportunities and scalable service. These
great features attract more and more customers to
utilize and storage their personal data to the cloud
storage: according to the analysis report, the volume of
data in cloud is expected to achieve 40 trillion
gigabytes in 2020. Even though cloud storage system
© 2016, IRJET

We illustrate both problems below. The first
problem is integrity auditing. The cloud server is able
to relieve clients from the heavy burden of storage
management and maintenance. The most difference of
cloud storage from traditional in-house storage is that
the data is transferred via Internet and stored in an
uncertain domain,[4] not under control of the clients at
all, which inevitably raises clients great concerns on
the integrity of their data. These concerns originate
from the fact that the cloud storage is susceptible to
security threats from both outside and inside of the
cloud, and the uncontrolled cloud servers may
passively hide some data loss incidents from the clients
to maintain their reputation. What is more serious is
that for saving money and space, the cloud servers
might even actively and deliberately discard rarely
accessed data [2]files belonging to an ordinary client.
Considering the large size of the outsourced data files
and the clients’ constrained resource capabilities, the
first problem is generalized as how can the client
efficiently [14] perform periodical integrity
verifications even without the local copy of data files.
The second problem is secure deduplication. The rapid
adoption of cloud services is accompanied by
increasing volumes of data stored at remote cloud
servers. Among these remote stored files, most of them
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are duplicated: according to a recent survey by EMC,
75% of recent digital data is duplicated copies. This fact
raises a technology namely deduplication, in which the
cloud servers would like to deduplicate by keeping
only a single copy[1] for each file (or block) and make a
link to the file (or block) for every client who owns or
asks to store the same file (or block). Unfortunately,
this action of deduplication would lead to a number of
threats potentially affecting the storage system for
example, a server telling a client that it (i.e., the client)
does not need to send the file reveals that some other
client has the exact same file, which could be sensitive
sometimes. These attacks originate from the reason
that the proof that the client owns a given file[10] (or
block of data) is solely based on a static, short value (in
most cases the hash of the file).
Thus, the second problem is generalized as how can
the cloud servers efficiently confirm that the client
(with a certain degree assurance) owns the uploaded
file (or block) before creating a link to this file[7] (or
block) for him/her. In this paper, aiming at achieving
data integrity and deduplication in cloud, we propose
two secure systems namely SecCloud and SecCloud+.
SecCloud introduces an auditing entity with
maintenance of a MapReduce cloud, which helps clients
generate data tags before uploading as well as audit the
integrity of data having been stored in cloud. This
design fixes the issue of previous work that the
computational load at user or auditor is too huge for
tag generation. For completeness of fine-grained, the
functionality of auditing designed in SecCoud is
supported on both block level and sector level. In
addition, SecCoud also enables secure deduplication.
Notice that the “security” considered in SecCoud is
the prevention of leakage of side channel information.
Motivated by the fact that customers always want to
encrypt their data before uploading, [9]for reasons
ranging from personal privacy to corporate policy, we
introduce a key server into SecCloud and propose the
SecCloud+ schema. Besides supporting integrity
auditing and secure deduplication, SecCloud+ enables
the guarantee of file confidentiality. Specifically, thanks
to the property of deterministic encryption in
© 2016, IRJET

convergent encryption,[11] we propose a method of
directly auditing integrity on encrypted data.
The challenge of deduplication on encrypted is the
prevention of dictionary attack. As with we make a
modification on convergent encryption[12] such that
the convergent key of file is generated and controlled
by a secret “seed”, such that any adversary could not
directly derive the convergent key from the content of
file and the dictionary attack is prevented.
2. Proposed system
To overcome this problem we are implementing
secCloud+ with bit exchange method and Hash tag
algorithm for identifying the duplication file that has
been already stored in the cloud[16].Besides
supporting
integrity
auditing
and
secure
deduplication,[15] SecCloud+ enables the guarantee of
file confidentiality .This method done integrity auditing
directly on encrypted data.

Fig 1: Architecture Diagram

3. System Implementation
A. User module
B. File upload/download protocol
C. secure auditing protocol
D. Block-level deduplication system
E. Bit exchanging method
A .User Module:
In this module a user has to upload their files in a
cloud server, [3]they should register first. Then only
they can be able to upload their file. For that they have
to fill their details in the registration form. These
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details are maintained in a database. In this module,
the user have to login, they should give their name and
password to get authenticate from the cloud
B.File uploading/downloading protocol:
Upload:
In this module the user uploads their file into the
cloud server and then the uploaded file was converted
into cipher text, [6] the encryption process is done by
BEM (Bit Exchanging Method).The Auditor audits the
user’s files for deduplication and then only user’s files
are uploaded to the cloud server.
Download:
In this module user downloads the files in
decrypted format. The downloaded file is in encrypted
format. User receives OTP (One Time Password) on
their mail. The user enters the correct key then only it
is decrypted. Decryption process also we are using Bit
Exchanging Method algorithm only.
C. Secure Auditing Protocol:
In this module, auditor have to login, they should
login by giving their username and password. A secure
auditing protocol will audit the uploaded files as per
their status. [8]Auditor approves only non duplicate
files, to be stored in cloud.
The System audits user files. If it is duplicate then
the auditor will not provide the uploading permission
to that file. If uploaded file is non-duplicate then
auditor gives the activation for that file.Then only that
file is stored in the cloud server
D.Block-level deduplication System:
We consider block level deduplication in that file is
divided into blocks and checked for deduplication for
blocks. For encryption we are using Bit Exchanging
Method. Data deduplication can generally operate at
the file,[9] block or byte level thus defining minimal
data fragment that is checked by the system for
redundancy. Block-level data deduplication methods
deliver the benefit of optimizing storage capacity. Hash
algorithm generates a unique identifier – hash number
- for each analyzed chunk of data. It is then stored in an
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index and used for figuring out [13]duplicates – the
duplicated fragments have the same hash numbers.
E.Bit Exchanging Method:
Encryption taken on the secret message files using
simple bit shifting and XOR operation.
The bit exchange method is introduced for
encrypting any file.
Steps:
1. Read one by one byte from the secret data and
convert each byte to 8 bits. Then apply one bit right
shift operation.
2. Divide the 8 bits into two blocks and then perform
XOR operation with 4 bits on the left and 4 bits on the
right side.
3. The same thing repeated for all bytes in the file.
Byte from the secret
message

Convert each byte
into 8

Bits(01101000)
One bit right shift operation 8Bits
(00110100)

Right side 4 bits (0100)

Left side 4 bits (0011)

XOR (0111)

XOR (0011)

Encrypted data (03)

Fig 2: Bit exchange method
4. Conclusion
Aiming at achieving both data integrity and
deduplication in cloud, we propose SecCloud and
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SecCloud+. SecCloud introduces an auditing entity with
maintenance of a MapReduce cloud, which helps clients
generate data tags before uploading as well as audit the
integrity of data having been stored in cloud. In
addition, SecCoud enables secure deduplication
through introducing a Proof of Ownership protocol and
preventing the leakage of side channel information in
data deduplication. Compared with previous work, the
computation by user in SecCloud is greatly reduced
during the file uploading and auditing phases.
SecCloud+ is an advanced construction motivated by
the fact that customers always want to encrypt their
data before uploading, and allows for integrity auditing
and secure deduplication directly on encrypted data. In
this project we implement secCloud+ with BIT
EXCHANGE METHOD (BEM) for identifying
deduplication in the uploaded file.
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